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It was one bright sunny morning when the King was hiding in a tree, knowing that 
Robin Hood was there. And Robin Hood knew that he was in the tree hiding from him. 
So Robin Hood shot an arrow in the tree at the King’s face.



And then the King got very angry and decided to set a trap for Robin Hood. He got 
a robot, and just as Robin Hood was looking at the sun



the robot sprang out of his hide-out and konked Robin Hood on the &ead and knocked 
Robin Hood out.
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The King was very mad X^^

when he found out that
Robin Hood was all right.

Meanwhile, the King was thinking, ’’Maybe 
Robin Hood got his head run over by a car 
since he gell on the highway.”
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Then the King set another trap for Robin Hood, He got a 
box and drew the Princess on it that was Robin Hood’s fair 
lady and put dynamite under it and lighted the fuse, to 
explode when Robin Hood got there.

The dynamite did jvst what the King wanted it to. 
It exploded right when F^bin Hood was there.



Then the King saw the 
explosion but he didn’t 
notice that Robin Hood's 
head was wiggling.

Meanwhile the Jester was holding Robin Hood's fair lady in the tower as prisoner.
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And Robin Hood decided to 
disguise himself as a ghost 
to scare the King away from 
the Palace.
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Meanwhile, Robin Hood was all right 
and he wasn’t killed.
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Then Robin Hood thought to 
himself "The King thinks that 
I'm killed by that explosion 
that went off, but if he thinks 
that, he's wrong," Robin Hood 
thought to himself.

Then Robin Hood thought to 
himself, "First before I 
scare the King with ray ghost 
costume^ I'll show the 
Princess, my fair lady, that 
I’m not a ghost, before I 
scare him."



The King came in and said, ’’Well, fair lady Princess, I haven’t seen Robin Hood in 
sight anywhere."



The King heard someone behind him say ’'Boo”... then he said "Heh heh heh...B-b-b-boo."



The King was so scared that he ran out of the Palace, as Robin Hood planned :n h?
ghost costume to do.

Robin Hood was still a ghost, smiling and 
thinking they were safe.



Then the jester ran down, thinking the King was still there,., but he wasn’t 
there after all. So the Jester decided to go after'Robin Hood himself, i. ''



Robin Rood thought the fair lady and himself were safe, then the jester came in and 
caught them, and Robin Hood saw his duty. He got an arrow and shot it at the jester, 
and they lived happily ever after.

© THE END ©




